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Vigilance, which requires attending to relevant while ignoring irrelevant stimuli, is a cognitive domain
impacted by schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Various continuous performance tests (CPT) have been
used to examine neural correlates of vigilance within people with and without severe mental illness,
though there are limited cross-species paradigms available. The 5-choice CPT (5C-CPT) was designed for
use in rodents as a cross-species translational paradigm. Here, we evaluate construct validity of a
reverse-translated human analog of the 5C-CPT in assessing the neural correlates of vigilance.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging during the 5C-CPT was used to examine activation of healthy
individuals during target and non-target trials separately. We found activation in brain regions
implicated in sustained attention processes including premotor cortex, inferior parietal lobe, basal
ganglia, and thalamus during target trials. For non-target trials, we found expected activation in inferior
frontal cortex, premotor cortex, presupplementary motor area, and inferior parietal lobe. Results
support the construct validity of the 5C-CPT in measuring attentional and inhibitory systems within a
single task paradigm enabling the assessment of vigilance across species. This task can be used for
powerful parallel human and animal investigations of the biological basis of vigilance deficits in
populations with severe mental illness.
Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Within severe mental illnesses such as schizophrenia and
bipolar disorder, the link between cognitive deficits and functional outcome has been well established (Bearden et al., 2010;
Green, 2006; Green et al., 2000). However, current interventions
focus mainly on reduction of mood and psychotic symptoms and
are less effective in altering cognitive performance (Carter and
Barch, 2007). Efforts towards development of pro-cognitive interventions for use in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder are underway, but are in early stages (Kern et al., 2008; Nuechterlein et al.,
2008). One important pathway to develop treatments for cognitive deficits in these disorders is a more complete understanding
of the neurophysiological underpinnings of cognitive performance in domains that are of functional significance.
One common functional ability that is impaired in both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder is vigilance, which involves both
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maintaining focus over time in responding to target stimuli while
inhibiting responses to infrequent non-target distracter stimuli.
There is a growing body of research assessing levels of impairment
during vigilance in an attempt to identify core mechanisms of
cognitive vulnerability within these disorders (Alloy et al., 2006;
Clark and Goodwin, 2004). In bipolar disorder, a number of studies
have found that euthymic patients demonstrate impaired attentional performance on continuous performance tests (CPTs) compared to healthy individuals while inhibitory processing deficits,
when measured or observed, are found to be dependent on manic
mood (Bora et al., 2006; Harmer et al., 2002; Swann et al., 2003).
Patients with schizophrenia exhibit deficits on CPTs in both
sustained attention and response inhibition (Birkett et al., 2007;
Liu at al., 2006), which remain relatively unchanged despite
fluctuations in clinical symptoms (Liu et al., 2002). The importance
of impaired vigilance in patients with schizophrenia has been
highlighted by the correlation of impairment on the CPT and the
cost of caregiving in these patients (Ko et al., 2003). Additionally,
CPT performance deficits are similar between patients with bipolar
disorder and those with schizophrenia, except for a psychomotor
processing speed component, which is relatively more impaired in
schizophrenia (Fleck et al., 2001).
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Various types of CPT paradigms have been used to assess
sustained attention processes and, to a lesser extent, inhibitory
functioning behaviorally. CPT paradigms vary in design, but are
similar in that they require responses to target stimuli and
inhibition of responses to non-target stimuli (Borgaro et al.,
2003). There is a relatively large literature describing the neural
processes underlying vigilance in individuals without mental
illness using a variety of CPT-like paradigms, the most popular
of which are generally stop signal tasks and go/no-go paradigms.
Within a stop signal paradigm, participants are asked to inhibit a
motor response when a stop-cue is presented after already
initiating the motor response. Alternatively, in the go/no-go
paradigm participants are asked to inhibit a prepotent response
when a non-target appears. This body of research has generally
found that response to target stimuli over time requiring sustained attention generally activates a bilateral, but more predominantly right hemispheric, network involving frontal and
parietal cortices, bilateral occipital cortex when using visual
stimuli, and subcortical structures such as the thalamus and basal
ganglia (Coull, 1998; Riccio et al., 2002). Alternatively, inhibitory
processes are thought to be mediated by right hemispheric
anterior cingulate, bilateral supplementary motor area, inferior
frontal and parietal cortices (Aron, 2011; Rubia et al., 2001).
However, findings are not always consistent and this may be due
to the wide variety of tasks that have been used to examine these
processes, each tapping into different underlying mechanisms of
response inhibition (Riccio et al., 2002). Variations in the proportion of target compared to non-target trials, use of verbal versus
non-verbal stimuli, and analyses of correct versus all trials can
have effects on results within the normative population. These
same variations between CPT paradigms are likely to have an
even greater impact in studies of severe mental illness where
deficits in cognition and abnormalities of mood affect the ability
to perform the task for reasons beyond attentional/inhibitory
deficits alone (e.g., altered motivation, poor verbal skills).
The existing neuroimaging paradigms that assess vigilance have
not been specifically designed with the goal of integrating human
imaging findings with those from model systems such as rodents.
This failing is unfortunate given that drug development requires
translational paradigms that offer the ability to isolate and manipulate certain neural networks by lesion investigations, pharmacological, and genetic manipulations. A recent review of animal
cognition paradigms found that assessment of vigilance was a
potential area for cross-species research in severe mental illness
(Young et al., 2009b). Existing behavioral paradigms with animal
and human analog versions include the human 5-choice serial
reaction-time task in the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test
Automated Battery (Morris et al., 1987), distract sustained attention task (Demeter et al., 2008), and 5-choice CPT (5C-CPT; Young
et al., 2009a). Of these, only the 5C-CPT assesses both sustained
attention and response inhibition processes within a single task
paradigm (Young et al., 2009a). Work with the 5C-CPT in rodents
has demonstrated that task outcome measures can be related to
psychometric parameters commonly used in human CPTs based on
signal detection theory. Such work has demonstrated that mice can
exhibit a vigilance decrement on the task and subchronic phencyclidine impairs rat performance (Young et al., 2009a; Barnes et al.,
2012). Further, hits, false alarms, and premature responses may be
mediated by distinct mechanisms in rodents in this task (Barnes
et al., 2011, 2012; Young et al., 2009a; Young et al., 2011).
The human analog version of the 5C-CPT closely matches the
rodent version in task parameters and has been administered to
patients with schizophrenia and healthy comparison subjects in a
recent behavioral study (Young et al., submitted for publication).
Schizophrenia patients exhibited significantly impaired vigilance
characterized by reduced target detection and increased impulsive

responding. It is not yet known, however, whether this CPT task will
reliably activate brain systems known to be important for human
attention and inhibition. The aim of the present study, therefore,
was to validate the human analog 5C-CPT within functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) by examining the underlying neural
correlates of vigilance during target and non-target trials within a
sample of healthy individuals. It is important to first establish the
validity of the 5C-CPT in measuring the neural systems underlying
vigilance within a healthy population before neuronal inferences can
be made in bipolar and schizophrenia patient groups. Based upon
results of existing studies using CPT and CPT-like tasks, we predicted
that while maintaining adequate attention to task demands during
target trials (i.e., during the period preceding initiation of correct
responses), healthy individuals would display bilateral, but predominantly right hemisphere activation of dorsal and ventral prefrontal, inferior parietal, and occipital cortices; and subcortical regions
including the basal ganglia and thalamus. We expected that during
correct inhibitory processing of a motor response while ignoring
irrelevant stimuli during non-target trials, healthy individuals would
show activation of predominantly right hemispheric anterior cingulate, supplementary motor area, inferior frontal, dorsomedial and
dorsolateral prefrontal, and inferior parietal cortices.
2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Ten healthy participants (5 females) were studied with a mean age of 34.9711.4
years (range: 22–53 years) and a mean education of 15.771.2 years (range: 14–18
years). All participants were right-handed, did not have a lifetime history of DSM IV
Axis I psychopathology or an immediate family history of mood or psychotic disorders,
a personal history of significant head injury, neurological illness, non-correctable vision
impairment, or any contraindication to completing MRI. Participants were recruited
from the general San Diego community and from the University of California, San
Diego (UCSD) campus and gave informed, written consent before beginning the
experiment, which was approved by the local Human Research Protections Program.
2.2. Experimental paradigm
In the scanner, participants completed a version of the rodent 5C-CPT (Young
et al., 2009a) reverse-translated into a human paradigm. The goal of this translation is
to maintain the highest degree of continuity between versions of the task, while
making only minimal modifications to the animal-based parameters so as to promote
task engagement in human participants. The target stimuli are five white circles, with
black centers, displayed on a black background in a semi-circular array with stimuli
separated by equal distance. Participants initiate a trial themselves by pressing a
button on an MRI-compatible joystick from a common starting location, indicated on
the screen by a white square with a black center. During most trials, the black center
of one of the circles becomes white for 250 milliseconds (ms) followed by a variable
inter-trial (ITI) interval (500, 1000, or 1500 ms) presented in a pseudo-random order
so that no more than three of a specific ITI appear consecutively. Participants were
asked to identify the targets as quickly as possible during the ITI by moving a cursor
with an MRI-compatible joystick from the starting location until breaking the
perimeter of the target circle. During a minority of trials, all five circles became
solid white and participants were asked to withhold responding by not breaking the
plane of the perimeter of the square in the starting position with the joystick. Correct
responses are followed by the word ‘‘correct’’ displayed on the screen after each trial,
while incorrect responses are followed by a totally white screen with the word
‘‘incorrect’’ displayed in red for 4000 ms. Performance feedback was included to
mirror the rodent version where food pellets are used as a reward for correct
responses. However, there is not parallel reward between the human and rodent
versions of the 5C-CPT. There is a ratio of 5 to 1 target versus non-target trials with a
total of 120 target trials and 24 non-target trials across four runs of the task. Blocks of
fixation trials (where the participant looks at a crosshair in the center of the screen)
of 30 s duration are interspersed between 30 s blocks of the task trials where
participants begin a trial by clicking the button on the joystick when in the starting
position. Each run consisted of 11 blocks and lasted for 5 min and 10 s. A total of four
runs were collected for each participant (see Fig. 1 for trial examples).
2.3. Image acquisition
Participants were scanned at the UCSD Keck Center for Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging using a GE Signa EXCITE 3.0 T whole-body imaging system.
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Fig. 1. Example of two trials from the human 5 choice continuous performance test. The top presents an incorrect target trial and the bottom presents a correct non-target
trial. In both conditions participants press a button to initiate a trial (indicated by a red starting box). In a target trial one circle becomes solid white indicating the
participant should move the cursor to that circle. In a non-target trial all five circles become solid white indicating the participant should not move the cursor outside the
starting box. The red analysis epoch encompasses periods that were used for analyses. For target trials we measure the BOLD response from the button press to when the
cursor crosses the plane of the starting box for correct trials only. For non-target trials we measure the BOLD response from presentation of 5 solid white circles to the end
of the trial for correct trials only. ms: milliseconds. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
Anatomical scans utilized a T1-weighted fast spoiled gradient echo pulse sequence
(TE ¼4 ms, flip angle ¼901, 1 mm3 resolution). The functional scans were sensitive
to the T2n-weighted blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) signal. Thirty
echoplanar 4-mm axial slices covering the whole brain (TR¼ 2000 ms, TE ¼30 ms,
image matrix¼ 64 # 64, 4 mm # 4 mm resolution) were acquired in an interleaved
manner using a gradient echo pulse sequence for each task over 155 repetitions.
Field maps were collected and applied to the functional data in order to unwarp
the echo-planar images to mitigate inhomogeneities in the magnetic field.

For target trials, 95 percent of all trials were correct and used in analyses. For
non-target trials, 91 percent of all trials were correctly inhibited. Further, the
average time period modeled in the GLMs for target and non-target trials was 1.48
and 1.02 s per correct trial, respectively. Each participant’s behavioral data were
thus used to create individual reference functions for correct target and non-target
trials. Finally, raw BOLD signal data were transformed into percent signal change
from baseline, spatially smoothed using a Gaussian filter in an iterative fashion to
result in an overall smoothness of FWHM ¼ 6 mm, and normalized into standard
Talairach atlas space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988).

2.4. Image processing
2.5. Data analyses
We used local software, FSL (Smith et al., 2004), and the Analysis of Functional
NeuroImages (AFNI; Cox, 1996) library to analyze images. To improve structural to
functional image correspondence, we used a specialized cost function optimized
for T2n- to T1-weighted image alignment that uses a weighted local Pearson
coefficient (Saad et al., 2009). Echo planar slices were aligned to have the same
temporal origin and were then corrected for motion artifact by co-registering to a
base image. A general linear model (GLM) was applied to each participant’s time
series data, which contained parameters for the constant, linear, quadratic, and
cubic drift, six motion parameters derived from the motion correction, and the
reference functions. The reference functions are vectors representing the behavioral paradigm convolved with the estimation of the hemodynamic response
curve using a gamma function. We estimated BOLD signal response to correct
target and correct non-target trials separately. Target trials were defined as the
period between a button press and crossing the plane of the target for correct
trials only, whereas non-target trials were defined as the period between onset of
the five-circle no-go signal and the end of the trial for correct trials only (where
participants do not move the joystick outside the starting box; see Fig. 1).

Analyses followed standard statistical procedures. We chose a whole-brain
approach (as opposed to a region of interest approach) in order to establish validity
of the task paradigm within fMRI such that only those brain areas related to sustained
attention and response inhibition were predicted to be activated and other regions
within the whole brain predicted to not show a response. For analyses, the fMRI
dependent measure was percent signal change from the baseline condition for each
participant during the target and non-target task intervals (see Fig. 1). Voxel-wise
two-tailed single-sample t-tests were employed to create statistical parametric maps
for target and non-target trials separately. A two-tailed paired-samples t-test
comparing target to non-target BOLD response was also conducted to examine the
differential effects of each condition. Thus, we conducted a total of three primary
contrasts across the whole brain. We applied a cluster threshold method in all
analyses to control Type I error (Forman et al., 1995). This method utilizes a Monte
Carlo simulation to determine the probability that a single significantly activated
voxel is also part of a contiguous cluster of N voxels that are all individually
significantly activated in the analysis at Pr0.01. That is, we only considered an area
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of activation as reliable if it contained at least 32 contiguous voxels, each of which is
individually activated at the Pr0.01 level providing a Bonferroni-corrected p-value
of 0.03 (for the three total contrasts) for each cluster in all fMRI analyses. Within
significant regions found during target and non-target trials, we then regressed each
individual’s sensitivity index from the 5C-CPT onto the BOLD signal for each
condition separately to examine the relationship between behavioral performance
and brain activation using a threshold of P¼ 0.01. Regression analyses utilized the
same statistical thresholds as in the main analyses, except with the cluster threshold
adjusted to 11 contiguous voxels to account for the smaller volume of significantly
activated task-related regions. The sensitivity index provides a non-parametric
assessment of appropriate responding and is employed with single choice procedures
within signal detection theory (Marston, 1996). We calculated the sensitivity index
with the following formula where HR is the hit rate, or the proportion of
inappropriate responses to target stimuli, and FAR is the false alarm rate, or the
proportion inappropriate responses to non-target stimuli:
Sensitivity Index ¼

HR$FAR
2½HR þ FAR&$½HR þ FAR&2

3. Results
3.1. Behavioral performance
As a sample, participants had a mean reaction time of 1.487
0.03 s, hit rate of 95.2 74.8 percent, and a false alarm rate of

1.871.2 percent. There were no significant differences between
males and females on any measure. The target and non-target
responses yielded a sensitivity index of 0.93670.052. The index
ranges from $ 1 to þ1, with 0 indicating chance responding and
þ1 indicating all signal events were responded to, while nonsignal events were inhibited (Frey and Colliver, 1973). Further,
these responses yielded a responsivity index of $ 0.16270.322.
The responsivity index is an estimate of response bias with lower
numbers indicating a conservative response strategy, while
higher numbers equate to liberal responding (Frey and Colliver,
1973).

3.2. Functional MRI results
The BOLD response from the human analog 5C-CPT task provided robust results with conservative statistical thresholds (correct
Pr0.01 per contrast). Further, both the target and non-target
trials provided overlapping and distinct neuronal regions related
to sustained attention and inhibitory processes. Table 1 presents
the significant clusters of activation found during the target trials
using a one-sample t-test (two-tailed, n¼10, d.f.¼9) where
participants correctly responded to target stimuli including the

Table 1
Brain regions demonstrating a significant BOLD response during target trials in the 5C-CPT.
Target trials
Brain region

Volume

Center mass

Brodmann areas

Talairach
coordinates
X

Y

Z

1.9 R
19.7 R
36.9 R
19.1 L
1.9 L

64.9
62.7
35.5
24.3
12.9

1.0 L

30.3 A 56.1 S 8

Activations—Positive BOLD response
76,416 mm3
B Cerebellum/Primary visual and visual association cortex/Cuneus
5760 mm3
R Precuneus
2560 mm3
R Supramarginal gyrus
3
L Supramarginal gyrus/Precuneus primary motor cortex/B Premotor cortex and supplementary motor area 57,024 mm
36,032 mm3
B Basal ganglia/Thalamus

P
P
P
P
P

7.6 I
48.2 S
36.7 S
52.5 S
13.9 S

17, 18, 19
7
40
4, 6, 7, 40
n/a

Deactivations—Negative BOLD response
2304 mm3

L Superior frontal gyrus

Each entry represents a significant cluster of activation. L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere; B: bilateral; A: anterior; P: posterior; I: inferior; S: superior. Clusters were
found from a one-sample t-test. The magnitude of the BOLD response from each cluster was significant at a minimum t-value of 7 3.25 (two-tailed, n¼ 10, d.f. ¼9). Positive
responses reflect increased BOLD relative to baseline, whereas negative responses reflect decreased BOLD relative to baseline.
Table 2
Brain regions demonstrating a significant BOLD response during non-target trials in the 5C-CPT.
Non-target trials
Brain region

Volume

Center mass

Brodmann areas

Talairach coordinates
X
Activations—Positive BOLD response
B Primary visual and visual association cortex/Cuneus/R Supramarginal gyrus
L Supramarginal gyrus
L Premotor cortex
L Dorsolateral prefrontal CORTEX
R Dorsolateral prefrontal and inferior frontal cortices/Premotor cortex and presupplementary
motor area/Insular cortex
Deactivations—Negative BOLD response
L Postcentral gyrus

Y

Z

73,024 mm3
10,048 mm3
2880 mm3
3392 mm3
30,784 mm3

11.8
41.6
41.5
37.9
34.5

R
L
L
L
R

65.9 P
51.7 P
1.9 P
27.8 A
15.3 A

7.6 S
40.2 S
33.5 S
31.3 S
32.0 S

17, 18, 19, 40
40
6
9, 46
6, 9, 13, 45, 46

7680 mm3

34.8 L

31.5 P

54.5 S

1, 2, 3

Each entry represents a significant cluster of activation. L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere; B: bilateral; A: anterior; P: posterior; I: inferior; S: superior. Clusters were
found from a one-sample t-test. The magnitude of the BOLD response from each cluster was significant at a minimum t-value of 7 3.25 (two-tailed, n¼ 10, d.f. ¼9). Positive
responses reflect increased BOLD relative to baseline, whereas negative responses reflect decreased BOLD relative to baseline.
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inferior parietal, premotor, and occipital cortices, basal ganglia,
and thalamus. All clusters, except for the left superior frontal
gyrus, followed the same pattern such that subjects exhibited
greater activity when maintaining attention relative to baseline;
whereas the left superior frontal gyrus demonstrated decreased
activation relative to baseline. Table 2 presents those significant
clusters of activation found during the non-target trials using a
one-sample t-test (two-tailed, n ¼10, d.f. ¼9) including the prefrontal, premotor, insular, inferior parietal, and occipital cortices,
and the postcentral gyri. Similar to the target trials, all clusters,
except for the left postcentral gyrus, followed the same pattern

such that subjects exhibited greater activity when inhibiting a
motor response relative to baseline; whereas the left postcentral
gyrus demonstrated decreased activation relative to baseline.
Table 3 presents the significant clusters found from directly
comparing target to non-target trials using a paired-samples
t-test (two-tailed, n ¼10, d.f.¼9, Pr0.01). Fig. 2 illustrates the
statistical parametric maps associated with the significant clusters from this analysis. Results include the regions reported in
Tables 1 and 2, such that target trials elicited greater BOLD signal
compared to non-target trials in bilateral primary motor cortices,
bilateral cerebellum, left thalamus, and left basal ganglia regions.

Table 3
Brain regions demonstrating a significant BOLD difference between non-target and target trials in the 5C-CPT.
Non-target–target trials
Brain region

Volume

Center mass

Brodmann areas

Talairach coordinates

Non-target 4Target
L Supramarginal gyrus/Angular gyrus
R Supramarginal gyrus/Angular gyrus
B Superior frontal gyri
R Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
L Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
Target 4Non-target
L Supramarginal gyrus/Precuneus/Primary motor cortex/Premotor cortex/Postcentral gyrus
R Primary motor cortex/Premotor cortex
B Cerebellum
L Basal ganglia/Thalamus

X

Y

Z

5888 mm3
5440 mm3
2880 mm3
11,712 mm3
4992 mm3

43.2 L
44.2 R
1.1 R
41.3 R
39.5 L

57.8
52.0
30.1
24.9
24.2

P
P
A
A
A

35.8
41.4
47.1
28.4
30.9

S
S
S
S
S

39, 40
39, 40
8
9, 46
9, 46

28,480 mm3
4736 mm3
19,456 mm3
4096 mm3

31.7 L
25.3 R
5.2 R
16.9 L

29.3
11.8
52.5
18.2

P
P
P
P

54.8
50.1
15.6
12.1

S
S
I
S

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 40
4, 6
n/a
n/a

Each entry represents a significant cluster of activation. L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere; B: bilateral; A: anterior; P: posterior; I: inferior; S: superior. Clusters were
found from a paired-sample t-test comparing non-target to target trials. The magnitude of the BOLD response from each cluster was significant at a minimum t-value
of 7 3.25 (two-tailed, n¼ 10, d.f. ¼9).

Fig. 2. Clusters of significant BOLD response comparing non-target to target trials. All MRI images are in the coronal plane and in neurological orientation. Numbers
correspond to Talairach coordinates in the Y-direction. Statistical parametric maps reflect the effects size Z2. Warm colors indicate a greater effect in the BOLD signal in
non-target relative to target trials whereas cool colors indicate greater effect in the BOLD response in target relative to non-target trials. A negative sign was applied to Z2
values that demonstrated a greater target trial response.
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Fig. 3. The relationship between sensitivity index and BOLD signal in the left premotor cortex. Data were derived by correlating participants’ sensitivity indices with the
BOLD signal within each voxel in a search region and taking the mean signal from the significant cluster of brain response–performance correlation for each participant.

Alternatively, non-target trials elicited greater BOLD signal compared to target trials in bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal, superior
frontal, and inferior parietal cortices.
Regression analyses (n¼10, d.f.¼8, Pr0.01) within the significant clusters found from the target trials revealed sub-regions that
demonstrated a positive association with the sensitivity index such
that those individuals with higher sensitivity indices had a greater
BOLD response in bilateral cuneus (left: volume¼ 1344 mm3; peak
voxel coordinates¼ 2L, 69P, 8S; r2 ¼0.712; right: volume¼
2880 mm3; peak voxel coordinates¼10R, 77P, 4S; r2 ¼0.787), right
cerebellum (volume¼1408 mm3; peak voxel coordinates¼6R, 61P,
8I; r2 ¼0.760), and left premotor gyrus (volume¼4224 mm3; peak
voxel coordinates¼32L, 21P, 60S; r2 ¼0.865; see Fig. 3). Within the
significant clusters found from non-target trials, a positive association
with sensitivity was found in right supramarginal gyrus (vol
ume¼704 mm3; peak voxel coordinates¼38R, 57P, 48S; r2 ¼0.729).
4. Discussion
Development of analog human and rodent versions of tasks
that measure cognitive domains impacted by serious mental
illness provides an opportunity to: (1) use multiple tools to
investigate the neuroanatomy underlying cognitive deficits in
clinical populations including schizophrenia and bipolar disorder;
(2) develop sensitive and valid animal models of cognitive
impairments in clinical populations; (3) investigate the effects
of genetic manipulation on task performance; and (4) improve
cross-species translational testing for drug development. However, for such research endeavors to have cross-species translational power, the reliability and validity of the analog tasks must
first be established. Since attention and inhibition deficits are
frequently observed in serious mental illness and have been
linked with everyday impairments of function, we focused on
the vigilance domain and developed analog human and rodent
versions of a spatial continuous performance task, the 5C-CPT.
Within the rodent literature, the 5C-CPT reliably measures vigilance (Barnes et al., 2011, 2012; Young et al., 2009a; Young et al.,
2011). Recently, reverse-translational work has demonstrated the
validity of the 5C-CPT for measuring behavioral differences
between schizophrenia and healthy comparison populations,
suggesting this task accurately captures sustained attention and
response inhibition deficits within this clinical population (Young
et al., submitted for publication). Here, we built upon the validity
of the human 5C-CPT by examining the neural correlates of
sustained attention and response inhibition within vigilance as
measured by this task in healthy individuals. Validation of the 5CCPT in healthy individuals is important in understanding the

vigilance brain response measured by the task before use in
clinical samples.
As predicted, activation patterns during target and non-target
trials were highly consistent with previous literature using other
types of CPTs and demonstrated differential patterns of brain
response. In addition, subregions within these networks were
positively correlated with task performance, as measured by the
sensitivity index. Sustained attention requires the ability to
maintain attention to a particular stimulus or location for prolonged periods of time while ignoring irrelevant stimuli, relying
on both attention and arousal neural networks (Coull, 1998;
Parasuraman, 1998). Functional neuroimaging studies have identified an amodal attention system in the brain including right
dorsal and ventral frontal cortex and inferior parietal lobe (Coull,
1998; Pardo et al., 1991; Paus et al., 1997). These attentional
regions are hypothesized to be modulated by arousal regions
(predominantly a subcortical network) comprising thalamus,
striatum, and anterior cingulate. Maintaining arousal over time
is an integral part of maintaining vigilance, and the thalamus in
particular is thought to be associated with arousal within attentional tasks (Langner and Eickhoff, 2012). For example, Wu and
colleagues found reduced metabolism using positron emission
tomography in the thalamus and decreases in vigilance following
sleep loss (Wu et al., 1991). As predicted, the 5C-CPT activated the
majority of these regions in target trials when compared to
baseline trials including the premotor cortex, inferior parietal
lobe, and subcortical regions encompassing the basal ganglia and
thalamus. The subcortical regions in particular demonstrated a
greater effect when directly compared to non-target trials, highlighting a prominent role of these regions in sustained attention
processes of the 5C-CPT. Further, bilateral activation was
observed within parietal and subcortical regions, as well as
activation within the left motor cortex and cerebellum. The latter
two are most likely related to hand/arm movements of the
joystick during target trials relative to baseline fixation and
non-target trials in this CPT. Interestingly, greater activation in
the superior frontal lobe during the baseline trials relative to
target trials was observed in the present study, which may be
accounted for by greater eye movements and/or saccades during
baseline, as this region is part of the supplementary eye fields
which, along with the frontal and parietal eye fields, control eye
movements (Grosbras et al., 1999). Eye movements may play an
especially important role in the spatial demands of the 5C-CPT,
which requires eye saccades to numerous spatial locations
throughout the task. Further investigation into eye movements
during the 5C-CPT is warranted.
Response inhibition as measured by the 5C-CPT reflects
reactive stopping (cf. proactive stopping) where participants must
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inhibit a motor response when instructed by an external signal
(Aron, 2011). Studies using stop signal paradigms suggest that
sensory information about the stop signal is relayed to the
prefrontal cortex (Chambers et al., 2009). Specifically, broadly
distributed activity within the right inferior frontal cortex and the
dorsomedial frontal cortex (especially the presupplementary
motor area within the prefrontal cortex) is critical for response
inhibition, though other regions including the premotor cortex
and right insular cortex play a role (Hampshire et al., 2010). This
‘‘inhibitory network’’ is likely highly integrated with valuational
and mnemonic functions in other areas of the prefrontal cortex
including left and right hemisphere orbitofrontal and dorsolateral
regions (Aron, 2011), and with inhibitory functions relying upon
the inferior parietal cortex (Rubia et al., 2001). Within the correct
non-target trials of the 5C-CPT, we observed a similar network of
activation where predominantly right hemisphere inferior frontal
cortex, insula, premotor cortex, and presupplementary motor
area; and bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal and supramarginal
gyri were activated when correctly inhibiting a motor response.
Specifically, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex seemed to play a
prominent role in inhibiting a response when directly comparing
target to non-target trials on the 5C-CPT. Contrary to our
hypotheses, we did not observe activation within the anterior
cingulate. Considering the relatively short time of each task run
(i.e., 5 min), there may not have been enough change in the
arousal system to elicit a response from this region. Alternatively,
our analyses focused on correct responding in short temporal
windows, and so may not have revealed anterior cingulate
involvement due to this structure’s role in error processing
(Erickson et al., 2004). Interestingly, we observed deactivations
within the left postcentral gyrus that may reflect inhibition of the
motor response with the right hand in maintaining arm and hand
position on the joystick. This observation is consistent with
previous studies that have implicated the postcentral gyrus in
processing of kinesthetic information in the contralateral hand
(Naito and Ehrsson, 2001; Naito et al., 2005).
We did not observe any activation within the occipital lobes
when comparing non-target to target trials, suggesting that the
visual processing demands are similar between conditions.
Indeed, both conditions elicited bilateral occipital region activation when compared to baseline likely related to the visuospatial
demands of task trials relative to baseline fixation trials in this
CPT with spatially distributed stimuli (given that stimuli in other
CPTs appear in a fixed location). Lastly, the inferior parietal lobe
was predicted to respond to both conditions as this region is
involved in a multitude of cognitive operations. Specifically, the
parietal cortex is thought to be important for the disengagement
and reengagement of attentional focus (Posner et al., 1984;
Robinson et al., 1995; Sarter et al., 2001) and involved in
matching to stimulus function (Robinson et al., 1995; Bunge
et al., 2002; Broussard et al., 2006). Indeed, activation in the
supramarginal gyri was observed in both target and non-target
trials supporting the matching role of this region in response to
stimulus type. Further, non-target trials elicited significantly
greater activation within the supramarginal and angular gyri than
target trials. This suggests that, within the 5C-CPT, inferior
parietal regions are more involved with sustained attention and
inhibiting a prepotent response in non-target trials, perhaps due
to a greater cognitive load compared to target trials (which only
involve sustained attention processes).
The neural correlates of vigilance observed with the human
analog 5C-CPT correspond to the same regions that have been
reported in the literature for other types of CPT paradigms,
demonstrating construct validity of the task. An advantage to this
task is the use of varying locations of stimulus presentations that
can improve the ability to localize the source of attentional
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networks because of accounting for hemisphere asymmetry when
compared with methods using fixed positions (Sylvester et al.,
2007), perhaps resulting in bilateral regional activation. Given
that the 5C-CPT demonstrates predictable patterns of activation
in the neural systems underlying vigilance in healthy humans,
future translation studies could examine the neuronal abnormalities in patients with severe mental illness and test pro-cognitive
treatments. For example, putative pharmaceutical interventions
can be tested in rodent models of psychiatric disorders and in
patients using near identical rodent and human 5C-CPT tasks.
Indeed, patients with schizophrenia exhibit a heightened vigilance decrement in the 5C-CPT (Young et al., submitted for
publication) and vigilance decrements are observed in rodent
models of schizophrenia in this task (Barnes et al., 2011, 2012).
Current rodent models of schizophrenia have relied on pharmaceutical manipulations (e.g., NMDA receptor antagonists). However, rodent models using transgenic mice with allelic variants of
genes implicated in vigilance impairment in mental illness (e.g.
COMT gene) could further enable modeling psychiatric disorders.
Lastly, manipulations of 5C-CPT parameters, such as time of task
or number of target to non-target trials, could facilitate crossspecies translational work to examine whether increased task
demands have similar effects between species.
A limitation of the present study was the sample size of 10
participants and lack of anterior cingulate activation during the
response inhibition condition. Such a small sample may reduce
the reliability of the results and possibly obscure activation in
task-related brain regions because of low statistical power. Future
studies utilizing the 5C-CPT with a longer time on task, analyses
comparing correct to incorrect trials, and larger sample sizes
would prove beneficial in examining the role of the anterior
cingulate in the 5C-CPT. However, despite the relatively small
sample size, the neural correlates observed in the present study
corresponded with expectations from numerous other CPT studies and suggest that the attentional/inhibitory networks can be
robustly measured by the 5C-CPT. Further, we conducted a
whole-brain analysis with a conservative threshold to protect
Type I error and did not find regions implicated in additional
cognitive functions outside those of the task demands, further
strengthening the evidence for the use of the 5C-CPT to measure
sustained attention and response inhibition separately. Behaviorally, participants performed very well on the task, but not at
ceiling levels (e.g., 100 percent). However, ceiling effects cannot
be ruled out on the 5C-CPT in normal healthy populations.
Nonetheless, the 5C-CPT provides a useful task for use in severe
mental illness where poorer behavioral performance would be
expected, but floor effects should be avoided. Indeed, no floor
effects were found in a behavioral study of patients with schizophrenia (Young et al., submitted for publication). Additionally,
even in light of a small sample size and limited variance in
behavioral performance, we found that the individuals with
better performance on the sensitivity index exhibited greater
activation within subregions of those found in the main analyses,
providing additional construct validity.
In summary, results from human and animal studies using
nearly identical tasks will be able to inform each other, leading to
more powerful investigations of the biological basis of deficits in
vigilance processes involving sustained attention and inhibitory
processing. Such investigations can generate novel treatment
targets for patient populations with deficits in these cognitive
domains. Here, we demonstrate that a reverse-translated human
analog of the rodent 5C-CPT measures sustained attention and
response inhibition separately within a single task paradigm of
vigilance by measuring the neural correlates of these functions
with fMRI. Future work is needed to further establish the validity
and reliability of the 5C-CPT in both human and rodent populations.
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Preliminary evidence supports this paradigm as providing a powerful methodology to conduct cross-species work in drug discovery
for pro-cognitive treatments of patient populations, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.
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